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Introduction by Richard Dalgleish, 
Managing Director of Pro Carton

I am delighted to introduce this report on the 
winners of the Pro Carton design Competition. 
This is the second occasion that we have run 
this competition and I am pleased to report 
that both the number and quality of the entries 
exceeded all our expectations. as before the 
entries for this, the international event, are 
brought forward from the best entries in the 
national competitions. 

On the last occasion this competition was run eight countries had hosted design 
competitions and it was from these that the entries for the international event were drawn. 
I am pleased to be able to report that for the 2006 competition, 9 countries forwarded 
entries having run their own national event. In all the national competitions over 400 
entries were received and from these the judges for the international event were presented 
with 50 from which they were asked to select three category winners. you will see in this 
booklet the winners of these three categories – Professionals, students and a special 
award for the most innovative use of cartonboard. In each category the judges were 
asked to select highly commended entries and these too you will find in this booklet.

I am indebted to the judges who had no easy task in selecting the award winners and 
runners up. They spent a considerable time looking in detail at the entries to ensure that 
they fully understood each one. Once again satkar gidda chaired the judging panel 
and he was ably supported by arnold steinbrecher, Jef verplaetse and for the first time 
Erik berghem from kesko who represented the retail sector.

we also feel it is important that all the entries are shown to as many people as possible 
and so photographs of all the designs that were entered in the international event are 
shown in this booklet. as you will see, the level of invention and ingenuity is astonishing 
and I feel sure that many of these designs will in due course find their way into the market 
on a commercial basis. we never cease to be amazed at the innovative thought that is 
apparent from the entries and we hope that in running this event we are encouraging 
new design using cartonboard as a raw material. with a worldwide focus on all issues 
to do with the environment we believe it is important to show what interesting and 
functional designs are possible using the most environmentally friendly raw material.

details for all these entries for the competition are also available on a dedicated website 
www.cartondesign.com and we hope that you will take the opportunity to look through 
this and get in touch with Pro Carton if you need any additional information.

Richard Dalgleish
Brussels September 2006
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Satkar Gidda studied business in business studies and Marketing and is also a fellow of the Chartered Institute of Marketing. during his career he 
has worked for Rowntree Mackintosh in sales, Trade Marketing and brand Marketing and then a further stint in Trade Marketing with uk foods 
manufacturer, RhM foods.

satkar then joined the uk’s most prominent brand design consultancies, sieberthead, in 1989 as sales and Marketing Manager. In 1991, he was 
one of the key players to lead and complete a management buyout of sieberthead. since that time as sales and Marketing director, satkar has 
worked with many local and International client companies, in helping them build their brands through design.

Dr Arnold Steinbrecher is director demand side of ECR austria. he studied economics at the university of vienna and had a long and successful 
career at unilever austria in Marketing and sales Management. he has recently worked for unilever as Trade Terms project manager for International 
customers. since 1998, he has been the representative for unilever and director demand side of the communications platform Efficient Consumer 
Response, austria and since 2003 has also been Managing director of aCs, analysis Creation solution, Marketing and sales Consulting. 
IN addition to these roles he also teaches at the university of Economics in vienna, The university for Marketing and sales in vienna and also at 
Eisenstadt and graz universities.

Dr. Jef Verplaetse has been CEO of van genechten Packaging in belgium since 1999. The focus of van genechten Packaging is on cost reduction, 
innovation and e-supply chain. vgP is a leading folding box producer in Europe with plants in belgium, The Netherlands, france, germany, Poland 
and Russia. Jef holds a Phd in sciences from the university of leuven in belgium and an Mba of the vlerick leuven gent Management school. he 
worked for seven years as a sales director with baxter International for their belgian subsidiary. In 1988 he entered in the packaging world for the 
films and packaging division of uCb (now amcor). his roles were sales manager for the german subsidiary and general manager of the largest plant 
in gent where major restructuring and investment projects were implemented. after this he worked three years for Raychem in the Telecom and Energy 
sectors where he was in charge of global operations covering Europe, the usa and Mexico. 

Erik Berghem has been employed by kesko ltd. since 1980 and his various duties have included selling, retail support services and property 
management, and logistical operations for the foodstuffs division. In 2002, he took up his present post as Planning Manager of the supply Chain 
Management division of kesko food ltd. as a result packaging, the basic logistical units, have been gaining in importance in his work In 1991-92, 
he was invited to participate in a working group discussing the recycling of fibre based packaging materials in finland. as a result, collection of 
corrugated board in return deliveries from stores started in 1993. as the chairman of The Trade Packaging Committee in the finnish Packaging 
association, his main task is to improve the handling properties of packaging throughout the supply chain from the factory to the end user. Erik is also 
a member of various boards in producer communities of glass and wooden packaging organisations for recycling. being a Planning Manager at 
kesko food Erik also lectures at various seminars dealing with logistics and packaging, at universities and colleges, and supervises students’ theses 
and other work of an academic nature.

J udgEs
By the Chairman of the Judges, Satkar Gidda 

This is such an exciting design competition. To be able to view, analyse and discuss 
innovative creative thinking, is a real pleasure for my fellow judges and me. we very 
much appreciated the lateral and blue sky thinking that open minds can create.

It could be argued that perhaps we should give some parameters to the designers. I say, 
let’s be innovative first and then we can apply any guidelines or limitations. after all, 
Toblerone would not be in a triangular pack today if we had applied production or 
merchandising guidelines to start with.

as in the 2004 competition, the entries this year were amazing. we appreciated, that 
in many cases, designers had thought about the problems and issues that consumers 
faced and then went about looking at inventive ways to solve these, using carton board 
as the medium – and not just packaging.

One thing became very clear in my mind after viewing just the first few entries. and that 
was, just how much premium value, carton board added to the item than if it were made 
in say, plastic.

That said and for the future, I would urge designers to continue to be innovative, keep 
the mind open and lets have even more entries next time

Satkar Gidda
London  September  2006
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Jury Comments:

The jury liked the shape that is unusual in this category and so 

would attract attention on the retailer shelf. In addition the 

dispensing system which is designed to release 100 grammes 

of spaghetti each time worked well and provided convenience 

for consumers. also the Z click closure worked well and provided  

 

an emotional feeling and enabled the consumer to know the 

pack is closed. It was also pointed out that the triangular shape 

is well suited to both shelf ready packaging and logistic 

efficiency.

Name: NAthAlIE DE BEER (B) Official name of the entry: PANzANI PACk wIth DISPENSER

winners - Student category

Jury Comments:

a wide variety of different design elements were brought 

together in this pack to offer impact, useability, and convenience. 

The shape is unusual for sugar cartons and therefore will attract 

consumers. The variety of elements that will help the consumer 

during use also impressed the judges. Two measuring windows,  

 

a simple but very effective spout and a design that ensures all 

the sugar is used come together to offer an excellent solution in 

sugar packaging which could easily be extended to other 

products.

Name: ADINA SEEhAuS (D) Official name of the entry: EASy to uSE SuGAR Box



Jury Comments:

The jury were very impressed with a solution for the pouring 

device that not only worked well but sealed the carton after 

each use, a function that they felt could not be achieved with any 

other packaging material. It was seen to be intuitive to use and 

its attractive shape and design provided good on shelf presence. 

 

The base had also been designed to ensure that pack would 

not leak.

Name: RoGER lóPEz (E) Official name of the entry: thAI-PACk

winner - Professional category

Jury Comments:

a totally new concept that uses a light weight material to produce 

a strong and structurally sound desk. starting as a flat pack, 

the desk is easily and quickly assembled due to the clever and 

functional design. The design also incorporates a cable channel 

along with accessories for pens and other office materials.  

 

It was also noted that the desk could easily be broken down, 

transported and re-assembled many times. It would be possible 

to print the material and was thought to have a wide variety of 

potential uses for example on exhibition stands.

Name: PhIlIPPE PRAuSE & BERNhARD BARkow (A) Official name of the entry: BoARD(t)ABlE

winner - Professional - Most innovative use of cartonboard



Jury Comments:

an intriguing and interesting idea that the jury agreed solved 

an annoying problem and at the same time offered plenty of 

branding opportunities. a simple “string” of cartonboard discs 

from which as many as are needed can be taken to put under 

a table or chair leg to stop wobbling. The jury agreed that whilst 

 

this was a simple looking design it proved to be a very effective 

problem solver. 

Name: JohANNA NIElSoN (A) Official name of the entry: woBBlE tABlE StoPPER

winner - Student – Most innovative use of cartonboard

Jury Comments:

The jury felt that this carton was an excellent example of structural 

engineering. It was designed to deliver one portion of rice each 

time it was tipped and the jury noted that it worked well every time 

and delivered the same amount each time. It also incorporated 

a window so that it was easy to see when it was becoming  

 

empty. It can be made in different sizes to suit different sized 

families.

Name: MARk wuNDERlIN (Ch) Official name of the entry: 12 PoRtIoN RICE

highly commended - Student category



Jury Comments:

a clever new design with cartonboard that offer various uses. 

It can be used as a wrapper for a shirt and can then be 

transformed easily to become a hanger for a shirt. It can of 

course be used for other garments and was felt by the jury to 

have immense branding opportunities not only in hotels and  

 

laundries but also in clothing stores at the point of sale.  

a simple yet sophisticated design made using a single piece 

of cartonboard.

Name: NICholAS kuNySz (B) Official name of the entry: hotEl kIt ShERAtoN

highly commended - Most innovative use of cartonboard

ursula Rössler, andrea Tandler (austria) Phillip Prause (austria) Phillip Prause (austria) Julia litschauer (austria) bernhard barkow, Phillip Prause (austria)

Johanna Nielson (austria) stefan beyer (austria) fabian Tobias schlager (austria) Nicholas kunycz (belgium) Judicaël Cornu (belgium)

lise Capet (belgium)  kris demeulemeester,  
gregory Terf (belgium) amandine senny (belgium) daphné Maertens (belgium) Nathalie de beer (belgium)

guilhem floriet (belgium) adina seehaus (germany) Jinwoo bae (germany) sandra winkelmann (germany) Elena wüst (germany)

Thorsten Moser (germany) Christophe Pinkall, Michael wirths (germany) Jamie Ortiz lozano (germany) sabine van buuren (Netherlands) Enssan hobeijn (Netherlands)



kim broekmeulen (Netherlands) Melle hammer (Netherlands) frank baeten (Netherlands) Ruud winder (Netherlands) gert-Jan bloemers (Netherlands)

Elisa vanzillotia (Italy) gabriele Parai, laura fiaschi (Italy) Marta Mei (Italy) hanna brun, satumari honkanen (Nordica) daniel göksü (Nordica)

kristian Paljasma (Nordica) Thomas Åkerfelt (Nordica) samuel Cabrera (spain) germán blando (spain) Joan Cinca, Joan Cascante (spain)

Roger lópez (spain) Enoc armengol (spain) Charlotte debarle (spain) Corina wolf (switzerland) Mark wunderlin (switzerland)

alban liam schär (switzerland) Patrick Rüegg (switzerland) laurent auberson (switzerland) susanne brütsch, graziella lüggen  
(switzerland) Richard dembovskis (uk)
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